Automate
better

And transform your business.

Progress can be relentless.
It produces a continual stream of new
applications, upgrades, and patches, and you’re
expected to not only keep up with the latest, but
also support existing systems and users; all while
staying within your budget.
And when different departments run different
applications from different vendors, you’ve got the
responsibility of keeping the whole fleet floating
and moving in a single direction.
What would you say to a single source that could
do the heavy lifting and let you get more done
faster and easier?

Competition demands improvement.
If your health plan isn’t taking advantage of emerging
technology that enables your business counterparts to
meet their goals as it makes life easier for all users, your
company risks losing out to your competitors who are.
Available in standard or custom configurations, the
InsureConnect suite of products is proven technology
capable of integrating with your back-end systems to
speed and ease any and all new business and renewal
processes. And the products or configuration you choose
is just the start: Connecture has the experience and
expertise to implement every scenario, from a modular
install and integration to a full manual-to-automated
processes switchover. We can also host your new solution,
eliminating the need to dedicate hardware or manpower to
maintain the system. Your health plan can begin meeting
its objectives more effectively and efficiently, lowering
operating costs and speeding ROI, and you’ve got a single,
accountable source. Take advantage.

Let Connecture help
transform your business.
Connecture has helped transform more than 70 health
insurance plans, including over half of the top 20 in the U.S.
The InsureConnect suite includes innovative products that
address customer relationship management, rating, quoting,
underwriting, enrollment and installation, policy administration,
and renewals. These Web-based sales, service, and processing
solutions grow with you to help increase member acquisition and
retention while reducing operating costs. Contact us to schedule
a free demonstration.
www.connecture.com
866.274.6759
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